41st Issue!! FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes © October 22, 2005
Hello Everyone!

Welcome back to the 41st issue Lunar Notes. Lunar Notes is a free monthly e-Newsletter
that discusses the cycle of the Moon as well as the symbolism of the New and Full Moon,
Eclipses and other significant planetary aspects during the upcoming month. Relationship
issues are also discussed under the Soul Mates/Relationship Section. If you missed the 1st
Issues of Lunar Notes you can locate them on my websites: www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Any one wishing to subscribe to this newsletter can do so by
submitting your e-mail address through Yahoogroups.com and you will automatically be
subscribed to LunarNotes.
NOTICE: New Age Insights welcomes Lorraine Valente to our Reader staff. New Age
Insights is located at 105 Leonardville Road, Belford, New Jersey. Lorraine will be working
our Psychic Fair on October 29th, December 3rd, 19th and 31st, from 11:30-4pm doing both
Tarot and Astrology Readings. http://newageinsights.com/
Please note the next couple of issues may be delayed or shorted due to my returning to
school in November..…so please be patient with me.
Gift Certificates are now available for Readings, Reports and Workshops. Parents: Natal
consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16 Gifts.
E-mail me for details at mailto: FuchsiaStars@aol.com or visit websites at
www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com for details.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Happy Birthday Scorpio the Scorpion! (Happy Birthday Mom ☺) to all of those born from
October 23 – November 22! Key Phrase for Scorpio is “I DESIRE”
Scorpio abhors phoniness and can usually spot a lie before it is even uttered in word. They
are usually honest and loyal. Scorpio Rising (Ascendant) individuals usually have angular
facial features and are easily recognized by the eyes. The expression “the eyes are the
window of the soul” might be considered the hallmark of one with planets in the sign of
Scorpio…and with a twist. You might say that Scorpio Rising people have the unique ability
to see into the soul of “others” with their penetrating gaze.
Scorpio’s polar opposite (8th house – sexuality, taxes, values of others, others finances,
inheritances, death and endings) is the fixed, earth sign Taurus (2nd house – values,
finances, aesthetics, issues around personal security). The integration of my values and
finances versus others values and finances and security issues are some areas of life for
Scorpio, also contingent upon other areas of the birth chart. When under stress each sign
will operate through the most negative characteristics of their polar opposite, the sign 180
degrees opposite itself. In this case, when under stress, Scorpio can manifest the negative
qualities of fixed earthy Taurus, ruled by Venus. Some of those qualities would be the
unique stubbornness, inflexibility and fixity of Taurus. Temper tantrums are possible.
If we can't find a way out of these problems
Then maybe we don't need this
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Standing face to face
Enemies at war we build defenses
And secret hiding places – Hold Me – Savage Garden

Our icy planet Pluto rules the sign of Scorpio. Some astrologers still utilize the original
ruler Mars as Scorpio’s ruler. Pluto is considered the higher octave of Mars in traditional
astrology. They are sometimes associated with the 1st and 2nd charkas where instincts and
survival issues are centered, 8th house versus 2nd house issues. I would venture a guess that
a Scorpio “invented” the concept of “Soul Mates”.
I believe in love surviving death into eternity
- Affirmation – Savage Garden
Obsessions, compulsions, addictions and uncontrollable passions all fall under Pluto’s realm.
If your Pluto makes an aspect to a partner’s Venus or Mars…sparks fly.. Astrologer Linda
Goodman in her book, Relationship Signs” writes that Venus/Pluto contacts indicate a “soul
mate” relationship. There is an indisputable karmic tie between you and it’s a powerful one.
Even when there are disagreements….it is next to impossible to separate the two of you
permanently. Anyone who tries to come between you will not succeed”. Pluto has strength
and staying power.
You're the center of adrenaline
And I'm beginning to understand
Never want to fly
Never want to leave
Never want to say what you mean to me
Never want to run
Frightened to believe
You're the best thing about me
Walk on broken glass, make my way through fire
These are the things I would do for love.
Farewell peace of mind, kiss goodbye to reason
Up is down, the impossible occurs each day
This intoxication thrills me
I only pray it doesn't kill me…
- The Best Thing – Savage Garden
Pluto was discovered in 1930. This was a period of time when the atom bomb, made from
Plutonium, was being developed. The United States was in the midst of a Depression and
Psychoanalysis and Depth Psychology were emerging. Pluto is symbolic of psychoanalysis.
The function of Pluto is to transform, liberate and motivate. Sigmund Freud’s theories on
sexuality (Scorpio and 8th house) and Carl Jung’s theories of transformation (Pluto) were
formulated. Hypnosis, probing the hidden recesses of our mind is also related to Pluto.
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Both Freud and Jung have Pluto prominent in their birth chart. Additionally, Pluto was
assigned to rule the sign of Scorpio since both the planet and its sign are related to the
underworld. (Underneath and hidden from view)
Pluto is the planet of power, obsessions, transformation, the depths, what’s underneath,
sexuality and instincts necessary for survival. Pluto/Scorpio is nothing if not intensely
passionate and penetrating. The superficial holds absolutely no appeal for those born under
the sign of Scorpio…these guys are “deep” and penetrating…and just try to pull one over on
them and you will have an enemy for life. Frankly, you may not know this about them
because they have the ability to conceal and cloak themselves in (self protective) secrecy
quite well. The planet Pluto ruling the sign of Scorpio is all about redefining and
transforming the mundane and outmoded. Scorpios usually have many talents and vocational
interests’ i.e: research, psychology, sex therapists, metaphysics, analysis, detective work,
surgery, The Mafia, medicine and jobs where scrutiny of data is necessary. Scorpio resides
in the 8th house of the natural zodiac and so also rules our sexuality and the sexual and
reproductive organs of the body. Most Scorpios exude sexuality and are magnetically
attractive to others. They have the reputation for being the sexiest sign in the zodiac and
the most intense!! The French have a term for orgasm called “la petit mort” meaning, “a
little death”. Scorpio desires to be swept away through erotic transcendence. This little
death experienced through orgasm is both a desire and fear. In Sanskrit, Nirvana means
“annihilation” or to be “blown away”. <ahem> And what about Scorpio and sex??…Tantric
practices, all consuming, mystical, spiritual, sacred sexuality!!…can you say Kama Sutra??? ☺
When urgency meets destiny
So no one can overcome the powers that be
- Stay – Jon Secada
When Pluto transits your birth chart or if Pluto is significantly placed in your birth chart,
you may experience a sense of loss during your lifetime. Sometimes something of value is
taken away from us or we are forced to make a decision to give up something or someone we
thought we could not live without. Sometimes these experiences or decisions “feel” like
they are death. Pluto experiences force us to go down as far as we can and hit “bottom”.
Events, things, beliefs and people that once provided safety and security will no longer
under a transit of Pluto. Most often these “things” aren’t material in nature. They are
usually beliefs and attitudes about ourselves and about life, perhaps how we experience
others or one person in particular. Because Pluto is so slow moving and has its retrograde
(backward motion) phases, it is possible for him to pass over a point in your chart 3 times
before he has completed his transformative process. When Pluto transits are felt, very
often you may feel as if you are descending into unknown territory, and very often you are.
It doesn’t feel safe yet you know on some deep level that you need to get there. In
mythology, the decent into the underworld is classically the feminine archetype. Ariel
Guttman and Kenneth Johnson’s Mythic Astrology refer to this descent as follows: “It
represents the acquisition of serpent wisdom, which is defined as feminine wisdom. Medusa
had serpents in her hair and Pluto rules Scorpio, the sign traditionally associated with the
serpent. Thus the process of initiation through pain, grief, darkness and emotional
resurrection is an essentially feminine process. Men don’t do well with this particular
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journey”. Pluto experiences and transits are for the growth of the soul and are
transformational in nature. If you have Pluto prominently placed in your birth chart, you’ll
have most likely experienced acceleration in your personal evolution.
Famous Scorpion’s: ☺ Actor Kevin Kline, October 24th, Author Sylvia Plath, October 27, Bill
Gates, October 28th, Actor Art Carney, November 4th, Singer/Songwriter Art Garfunkel,
November 5th, Actress Sally Field, November 6th, Nobel Prize Winning Physicist and
Chemist Marie Curie, November 7th, Singer Rickie Lee Jones, November 8th, Actor Richard
Burton, November 10th, Film Actress Demi Moore, November 11th, Actress/Princess Grace
Kelly, November 12th, Georgia O’Keefe, Painter, November 15th, Actress Jodi Foster born
November 19th, and assassinated Presidential candidate and Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy, November 20th.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tarot Card # 20 XX – Judgment – Symbolic of Pluto
The Symbol of Judgment may appear in a reading during a time of soul testing. You may
need to adjust to new circumstances based upon a changed awareness. In the Rider-Waite
version, Angel Gabriel sounds a trumpet as he creates air. Air is equivalent to breath.
There are seven lines or tones radiating from his trumpet = sounds of do re mi fa sol la ti
do. The people below, man, child and woman raise their arms up to the Angel as their spirits
unfold. Their gray bodies are symbolic of wisdom.
This card can symbolize something lying dormant within us awaiting emergence into
consciousness. Some unconscious truth is being awakened and brought to our awareness.
Perhaps we lacked clarity and we’re more easily seeing the pathway to truth. Judgment
usually speaks of a time of reckoning, bringing to light that which was hidden. Freedom
from past guilt and the inspiration to move ahead is possible now. Darker aspects of our
personality may have been repressed or stuffed down inside, because of fear. Perhaps this
is a time to judge not only your own motives and that of the person in question in your
reading.
When this card appears in a reading, you are being asked if your judgments of others are
restricting your growth and your ability to create lasting relationships. The need to
transform dysfunctional beliefs will elevate you to a higher spiritual vibration.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FREEZE UP MOON (Snake)
In Native American Astrology, those born from October 23rd- November 22nd are born
under the Freeze Up Moon and their animal totem is the Snake. Their gemstone Malachite
is thought to have spiritual powers and increases receptivity to all forms of subtle energy
including psychic energy. Their color is orange and their mineral is copper. Copper is
attributed with many special powers. For years, people who suffer from arthritis will wear
copper bracelets or anklets to ease the stiffening of the joints. Copper also conducts
electricity better than most other minerals and is usually utilized in electrical wiring. It
also conducts heat more uniformly than most over a variety of surfaces and is why you will
often see this coating underneath pots and pans.
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Snake people have great ability to aid in others growth. Snakes are very adaptable to their
environment. They are highly sexual beings, and very sensitive to touch and vibrations,
partly because they are cold-blooded and use their environment for warmth. Because snakes
have a prickly outer skin, people tend to not want to get too close to them. Once others
realize the outer skin in only a protection for their inner sensitivity they will start to
develop a closer relationship with Snake people.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
November, 2005
Our Moon changes signs approximately every 2 ½ days.
October 1, 2005 - Mars turned retrograde at 23 Taurus 22’ – Mars will stay
retrograde in the sign of Taurus until December 10th and will move forward at 8 degrees 14
minutes. If you have any planets from 24 to 8 degrees if the fixed signs especially, you
will be affected if you have planets in the sign of Taurus, Scorpio, Leo and Aquarius. You
will also be affected if you have any planets in the sign of Aries, since Mars is the ruler of
Aries. In Taurus, Mars feel a little stifled at first. He is slow to warm up. Yet once he
gets moving he begins to pick up strength and endurance and is in it for the long haul. When
retrograde you may feel a lack of energy or an inability to move forward in the area of life
Mars rules in your birth chart. This is not the time to start any new business ventures as
they will be stalled or involve complications that will not clear until Mars turns direct. Legal
battles will only frustrate you so try to hold of initiating any during this time. Mars is our
physical energy and sexuality, how we pursue or goals. When retrograde you may feel as if
you are hitting a wall and have to try ever so much harder to attain your goals. At this
writing, October 22nd, Mars is currently sitting on 20 degrees Taurus 27 minutes. Mars
ends the month at 17 Taurus 36’.
October 26, 2005 Neptune turned direct at 14 Aquarius 49’. If you have planets in
conjunction (the same sign and approximately the same degree) opposition to this degree
(Leo) or in square (Scorpio and Taurus) you will feel the illusive effects of Neptune’s transit
the most over time. The dissolution of boundaries and illusions or the uncovering of the
truth will be revealed when Neptune transits your personal planets. With Neptune turning
direct secrets will be revealed. Illusions shattered and pierced and the veil of denial lifted.
Anyone who tried to pull the wool over your eyes will now be revealed in their true light.
Neptune will end up at 15 Aquarius 8’ on the last day of November.
October 27, 2005 Jupiter enters Scorpio - Jupiter begins the month at 24 Libra 34’ and
ends the month of October at 01 Scorpio 03’. See where Jupiter transits in your natal or
progressed chart for further clarification. Jupiter ends the month of November at 07
Scorpio 24’. With Jupiter entering Scorpio, we move away from the attraction factor in
relating to seeking a deeper meaning and what’s underneath the surface fluff. Cultivating
and expanding your view of the inner dynamics of relating and gaining success in the same is
likely.
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November 2, 2005: New Moon 09 Scorpio 43’ – The New Moon is always a good time to
start a new project or work on areas of your life you’ve placed on hold. New beginnings are
associated with New Moons. In Scorpio, new beginnings involve delving into your psyche,
emptying emotional closets, working on your financial situation or long range financial
planning….even starting your taxes!
November 6, 2005 – Venus in Scorpio enters Capricorn. Venus in Scorpio values
relationship intensity. Jealousy in love is possible. Finances play in important role in choosing
a partner they are attracted to when in the sign of Scorpio. Relationship privacy is
important to these folks. When in Capricorn, Venus is selective and takes it’s time choosing
a partner who is reliable and predictable. The partner might be 7 years older or younger.
Venus in Capricorn seeks value in partnering.
November 14, 2005 - Mercury turns retrograde at 10 Sagittarius 56’ Mercury is fiery
Sagittarius is spontaneous, abrupt, jovial and philosophical. Whenever Mercury is
retrograde we need to reflect and redo something. This is not a time to initiate anything
new. Purchasing of any electronic or computer equipment should be postponed until
Mercury, not only goes direct, but passes its shadow point. Mercury turns direct on
December 4th , at 24 degrees of Scorpio and it will pass the degree it turned rx on
December 22nd. Please note Mercury moving backwards opposite the Full Moon, two days
later.
November 16, 2005: Full Moon 23 Taurus 46’ – A full moon is a culmination of energy
from the last New Moon, approximately 14 days earlier. In the earthy, fixed sign of Taurus;
this is culmination of value structure and security needs energy waiting to spring forth.
Since Fixed Star Algol is in this degree, be careful about losing your temper…Algol is know
to “lose it’s head” both literally and figuratively. This degree is prominent in “decapitations”
reports.
November 16, 2005 - Uranus in Pisces turns direct - Uranus turns direct at 06 Pisces
50’. If anyone has planets with 5 degrees in either direction, you will feel the energy of
Uranus going direct in your life. A sudden resurgence, a new idea, an intense desire for
action is possible in the area of life Uranus is transiting. With Uranus turning direct on the
Full Moon conjunct Algol…please be careful of road rage and drive carefully! Do you
remember your mom or dad telling you to “play nicely” Well..there you go..if ever you
thought you should play nicely that time would be now!
For instance, when Uranus transits opposite natal Venus, you may encounter a new love or
the break up of an existing relationship. If you have a daughter, she may prove more
rebellious or in need of freedom. If Uranus is transiting opposite natal Mercury, you may
feel more restless and not require as much sleep. You may have sudden flashes of insight.
Do not be surprised and the quickness to which you act and respond to events and people in
your life when Uranus makes contact with your personal planets. With Uranus in backward
motion, the need to turn inward is greater. Keen insights are likely.
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November 18, 2005 – Mars in Taurus squares Saturn in Leo exactly today but watch up
to one week earlier as this aspect begins to culminate. This is called an approaching square
and I associate it with a tidal wave. The build up of energy give us the clue and warns us to
run, to take cover before the actual wave hits. Mars is anger, assertion of energy, it’s hot
and red and fiery. Mars is also in the sign of the Bull! Ever try to get a bull to back down??
Saturn is boundaries, restrictions, karma, buildings and structures. Saturn is in the sign of
Leo and Leo is proud and dramatic. Mars wants his own way and charges ahead
furiously…Saturn in the proverbial “brick wall” that says first, you need to pay $100 to “Get
out of jail” or to “pass go”. Mars is head strong and says, “yeah, right” and charges ahead
regardless of the penalties involved. This aspect will be exact again on December 28th.
However the aspect is within 3 degrees of exactitude from November 9th through January
6th! Move slowly.
November 22, 2005 – The Sun enters expansive Sagittarius – Happy Birthday
Sagittarius! Sagittarius is a mutable, fire (intuition) sign and will be discussed in next
month’s issue of Lunar Notes.
November 22, 2005 - Saturn turns retrograde at 11 Leo 18 – Saturn is all about our
physical structures, restrictions and limitations as well as boundaries. Our outer skin is one
of these boundaries that keep us “together”. Saturn rules the skin, knees and skeletal
structures. Saturn is also about our commitments to our personal structure and karma. If
you have not acted with integrity or been responsible, Saturn will make you aware of it by
creating some limitation, boundary or lesson to re-learn. If you have been working hard,
Saturn will possibly set up a task in which you need to prove yourself. Saturn rewards those
who have worked hard through difficult times. Saturn starts the month of November at 10
Leo 53’ and ending the month at 11 Leo 15. Saturn in Leo will restructure what we know
about patriarchy, parenting, responsibility, excessive pride and the ego. If you have planets
in conjunction (the same sign and approximately the same degree) opposition to this degree
(Aquarius) or in square (Scorpio and Taurus) you will feel the effects of Saturn in your
chart.
Pluto starts the month of November at 22 Sagittarius 02’ and ends up at 22
Sagittarius 42’. Pluto is in a fire sign burning holes in belief systems that no longer suit our
life purpose. Pluto is all about personal power and regeneration, throwing out the old and
bringing in the new, oftentimes after a complete overhaul! Pluto in Sagittarius is dogmatic
and reveals religious, political and philosophical truths. Purging false beliefs in these areas
of life has been ongoing. Pluto turned direct on September 1st in your chart, everything you
have been regenerating in that area of life will have to change. Change doesn’t’ always feel
good. We tend to seek comfort in all things. Pluto isn’t necessarily about comfort. Pluto
transits feel anything but comfortable. Pluto tends to change you on a very deep
psychological level. I compare Pluto’s energy to erosion. It takes a very long time for the
wind, sun and ocean tides to wear down the beaches and rock. Little by little with each
crashing wave, particles of minerals and sand are removed. Over long periods of time, new
surfaces and formations emerge sometimes changing the geography of the shoreline. This
happens too within our psyche with some assistance from Pluto. Pluto and the 8th house is
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where psychotherapy finds its strength. Pluto is also about power. Owning your own power
in the house Pluto transits is intensely focused at this time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SABIAN SYMBOL’S:
For those of you unfamiliar with the Sabian Symbol, the original Sabian Symbols were
written in 1931 by Marc Edmond Jones. Dane Rudhyar later revised the symbols and others
have re-interpreted the symbols periodically. Lynda Hill writes one of my favorite modern
interpretations. The basis of these symbols is derived from the 360 degrees in the
zodiacal circle. Each sign of the zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Gemini and so forth, is comprised of
30 degrees. Since there are 12 signs in the zodiac, that would be 12 signs X 30 degrees =
360 degrees. There are 360 Sabian Symbols and each symbol coincides with and describes
each degree of the zodiac. If you know your birth chart, utilizing these symbols for each of
your planetary placements is rather telling and will provide you with greater insight into
your own character traits and motivations.
NEW MOON – NOVEMBER 2, 2005 – 09 Scorpio 43’’
New Moon = New Beginnings. New Moons augur a time to start new projects. Seeds (ideas
and positive energy) planted during a New Moon will culminate and flourish during the Full
Moon. In the sign of Scorpio, it is a good time to focus on your personal property, sexuality
or sexual issues, legacies, your taxes, money and the values of those who are close to you.
This New Moon emphasizes your feelings and emotions.
SABIAN SYMBOL for 10 Scorpio:
A FELLOWSHIP SUPPER REUNITES OLD COMRADES
This symbol is one of reminiscing with like minded others. Reliving old memories and sharing
new stories is highlighted. In sharing past memories in the present, we are able to see how
far we have come in our lives and our journey for self fulfillment.
This symbol could also be one of meeting a person who you feel you have known before. A
past life, karmic or “soul mate” connection is possible. If it feels familiar, pay close
attention to why this person has entered your life.
Friendship, bonding, sharing and socializing are indicated. How does this symbol speak to
you?
FULL MOON – NOVEMBER 17, 2005 – 23 Taurus 46’
With a Full Moon, we see a culmination or coming to a head the seeds planted during the
previous New Moon cycle. Lunar ruled Cancer is usually more affected by a Full Moon and
especially in her own sign. Since the October 17th Full Moon falls in the sign of Aries, this
lunar energy will be emphasized. Aries is a cardinal, fire (intuition) sign resides in the 1st
house of the natural zodiac, ruled by the God of War, Mars. If this Full Moon Eclipse
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conjuncts (same approximate degree) or opposes (180 degrees opposite) a natal planet, you
will be more likely to experience the affects of this Full Moon in the area of life (houses) it
is located in your birth chart. All lunar issues will be prominent. Lunar issues involve
emotions, the emotional nurturing we did or didn’t receive, the emotional nurturing we give
others, our mother and all women would be highlighted. In the sign of Taurus, the values,
security, earning potential, personal property, profit and loss as well as the neck and throat
will be highlighted. With this Full Moon conjunct (same degree sharing energy) with the
Fixed Star Algol, we need to be especially careful of anger and “losing our head”. The
degree of Algol is prominent in police reports of victims who have been
decapitated…accidentally or intentionally. Figuratively speaking, this symbol is about losing
your cool or being confronted by others who do!
SABIAN SYMBOL FOR 24 TAURUS:
AN INDIAN WARRIOR RIDING FIERCELY WITH HUMAN SCALPS HANGING AT HIS
BELT.
See above…ditto Algol and scalped heads! There ARE no coincidences!
Warriors often only want to show what they have accomplished by way of hurting others.
Although it is important to defend your position, annihilating another doesn’t bring the
desired result of respect and admiration. A true warrior takes others rights into
consideration.
An Indian Warrior may feel the need to mark his territory because a boundary has been
violated or “invaded”. Taken to extreme, wars between people are initiated then escalated.
Domination and fighting to protect one’s territory as well as retributions and feeling taken
advantage of are indicated.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SOUL MATES/RELATIONSHIPS:

The Scorpio/Taurus Ascendant/Descendant Relationship Axis (1st house/7th house)
As mentioned in past issues, knowing your partners 7th house cusp (the relationship house)
and the ruler of that house will indicate the type of partner you may attract or are
attracted to and the method of relating within a relationship.
The Ascendant or Rising sign is the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth. This is
the face we show the world, our “mask” for which our Sun hides behind. This is our outer
personality, temperament and disposition as well as how we experienced our early home
environment growing up. It is the way others see us and also gives indication of our physical
appearance. The ruler of the Ascendant and the aspects (connections to other planets in
your birth chart) further delineate and define your physical appearance.
The Descendant, or 7th house cusp, its ruler and the aspects it makes in your birth chart, is
symbolic of the type of partner you are attracted to. The 7th house is the house of all
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partnerships including marriage and legal contracts yet also considered the house of open
enemies or the Defendant in a law suit.
In relationships, Scorpio has a dual planetary rulership. The ancient planetary ruler for
Scorpio is assertive Mars, while the modern planetary ruler is transformative and
regenerative Pluto. Pluto ruled Scorpio is intense, private, penetrating and sexually alluring.
If you have a Scorpio Ascendant, you are private, discreet, and are known for the intensity
of your eyes or gaze. Scorpio Rising individuals could challenge anyone in a staring contest
and not blink an eye!
With Venus ruled Taurus on the descendant you seek an affable, loving, charming, graceful
and attractive partner. Attraction to a partner with those qualities who is artistic,
creative, musical, sociable, loving, stable, sensitive, “earthy”, practical and sensual is likely.
A male with Scorpio Rising would seek a feminine, deeply sensual and monogamous partner
who is both reliable and predictable. A Scorpio Rising woman, although she seeks the same
qualities as the male, the partner she is attracted to could be more sensitive, in touch with
their “yin” nature or even “prettier” than other males. The person would have strong
personality, trustworthy, sensitive, dependable and hard working. If you have a Scorpio
Ascendant/Rising, knowing your partners Venus placement and the aspects it makes, will tell
you a lot about how he/she will treat you in your relationship and how they will act in
relationship to you! Venus is what we value and what we are attracted to. In a man’s chart,
the qualities of his Venus sign will indicate the type of partner he is attracted to. In a
woman’s chart Mars is symbolic of her ideal man while her Venus placement will also indicate
the type of partner she is attracted to. Mars in a man’s chart indicates how he will pursue
who is attracted to.
One of the first things I look at when I have the birth data of a potential partner, is their
Venus placement! (My Ascendant is in the sign of Scorpio) A dear Astrologer friend taught
me a “Mantra” in locating a partner for myself (thank you Bill!!)……”Bad Venus….NO Penis!
…couldn’t resist… I hope you’re laughing…because it’s the truth! Scorpios have the
“unfortunate” reputation of being the most sexual sign of the zodiac….so… if your potential
partner’s Venus placement isn’t favorable, you should either “handle with care” or don’t even
go there! ☺
It is also possible for a Scorpio Ascendant to attract a partner who has Venus prominent in
their chart. A prominent Venus would be in aspect to the Sun, Moon, Mars or Venus or
elevated in conjunction to the MC or conjunct or ruling their Ascendant (Libra/Taurus) or
Descendant (Libra/Taurus) or Sun sign (Taurus/Libra).
Knowing the date, time and place of birth is important in making the determination of the
Ascendant or Rising sign, the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth. This cusp sets
up all the other house cusps that are the divisions of the houses or areas of life.
Next month the fixed Sagittarius/Gemini Axis will be highlighted.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FRIEND’S WEBSITES:
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Please visit Ray Sette’s Website at www.mr-wizard.com Feel free to view my two articles,
one on Indigo Children and the other on the Vernal Equinox posted under the Astrology for
Tomorrow Articles. Ray has a wonderful new Celebrity Profile each month.
Lynn Koiner studies the Psychological Patterns of Disease as well as her renowned work on
Transpluto. Contact her at koiner@starpower.net.
Subscribe to GAIA – A Publication of NCGR’s Asteroid Sig. Feel free to read my two
articles 1) Natalie and Nicole – A Twin’s Study in the March 2005 Vol. IX No. 4 issue and
Asteroid Names at Birth: The Nature and Characteristics of the Sign for People,
Places and Things published in the recent June 2005 issue, Vol. x, No. 1. Please contact
Roxanna Muise 360-456-7836 or e-mail her at: asteroidz@entheos1.com to subscribe. The
annual cost is only $15! Thank you.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DATA REQUEST/OTHER
Thank you to all the people who have written in through the soul mate website recently and
sharing your birth data and stories with me. If anyone has experience with an acquaintance
with Borderline Personality Disorder and can provide birth data for a loved one or friend
with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), or PTSD – Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
names are not necessary and data will be held confidential, please e-mail me directly with
the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will e-mail
you what I need for the research for future lectures on BPD.
I'm also seeking birth data for a friend or loved one with Schizophrenia. Please type this
word in the subject heading of your confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
Additionally, I’m also seeking birth data and experiences for children born between 19881990. These experiences could involve a family, health or education crisis. I would also like
to know if a child born during this time has received a diagnosis of ADD or ADHD. If so, is
this child on medication of any kind. Please tell me the type of diet the child maintains. In
the subject heading of your mail to me please type the words “INDIGO KIDS” and I will email you what I need. All information will be held in confidence.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DONATIONS
This newsletter is Free, but a one-time donation of $12
would be greatly appreciated, only $1.00 per issue. This helps pay for the
time to write, research and post.
You can pay by credit card Via Paypal or by providing your e-mail address to me at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will send you a money request. You may also provide
this information via phone at 732-462-5239. Thank you.
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WORKSHOPS/CLASSES:
Tarot Basics Workshop and online coaching as needed forming each month!
TAROT READINGS – Call or e-mail me for additional information or to book a reading in
advance: (732) 462-5239
Call for dates and times – Weekdays and Weekends.
Introduction to Astrology – A Series of 5 Classes/5 Tapes $89.95 plus postage.
The Four Asteroid Goddesses and Chiron – Two Lecture Tapes $18.95 plus postage.
AFA Lecture Tapes for SALE!
Karmic Relationships $9.95
Borderline Personality Disorder $12.95
Cyber/Addictive Relationships and Adultery $9.95 plus postage.
Reiki Healing Energy available up on request.
Gift Certificates are available for Classes, Workshops, Reports and Readings.
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for your
birthday that describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you are likely
to encounter during the year
Relationship Reports: Compatibility and Composite charts: Synastry compares any two
charts for compatibility. A Composite: A separate chart of the relationship itself!
Parents: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth, Graduation or
Sweet 16 Gifts.
Moon Phases Report: This wonderful 3 page report shows the Lunar Phases from birth,
Progressed Moon Ingress dates starting from your time of birth.
Fixed Star Report: This report explores the myths and the meaning of the fixed stars in
your birth chart. Authored by Bernadette Brady, this report is approximately 16-20 pages)
Lectures Tapes available go to www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com to order
or e-mail me directly at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
Tarot Readings/Coaching Classes: Online via AOL, or by Phone. Please contact Lorraine at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com for additional information.
Numerology Reports: Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine Valente at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com or 732-462-5239.
Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail.
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Donations towards the maintenance of this newsletter are always welcome and can be
provided through PayPal through my websites.
Have a wonderful month! Thank you so much for subscribing. I hope to see you again next
month for the 42nd Issue of Lunar Notes will appear in your e-mail by November 26th. Your
questions and comments are always welcome.

Love,
Lorraine

© 2004, 2005 Lorraine Valente. All rights reserved
FuchsiaStars Astrological Guidance
FuchsiaStars@aol.com
732-462-5239
www.KarmicAstrology.tv www.FuchsiaStars.com
»§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§« Lorraine »§«:*´`³¤³´`*:»§

“FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes" may be forwarded for personal use only, if it is sent in its
entirety. All rights reserved.
You may unsubscribe from this group directly through www.Yahoogroups.com.
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